Abstract New completely integrable generalized C. Neumann systems on several symplectic submanifolds are presented, and the relations between the generalized C. Neumann systems and the spectral problems are further discussed in this paper. In particular, a new eigenvalue problem is proposed in Part 3.3.
In this paper, we would like to present some new completely integrable generalized C. Neumann systems on several symplectic submanifolds according to the Moser constraint method [11] . Simultaneously, we shall see that such symplectic submanifolds are exactly generated by the C. Neumann constraint conditions [2] between the potential and eigenfunctions of several spectral problems. Particulary, a new eigenvalue problem is proposed in Part 3.3.
For the convenience of use, in the following we give some fundamental notations and symbols. Let λ j , (1 ≤ j ≤ N ) be N different real (or complex) constants, λ 1 < λ 2 < · · · < λ n , Λ = diag (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ). For p = (p 1 , . . . , p n ) T , q = (q 1 , . . . , q n ) T , write the coordinate space R 2N = {(p, q) T } and denote by the differential 2-form ω 2 = dp ∧ dq the symplectic structure in R 2N . < ·, · > stands for the standard inner product in R 2N . Then, for two arbitrary functions F , G in the symplectic manifold (R 2N , ω 2 = dp∧dq), define the Poisson bracket of them as follows [12] (F, G) = 
C. Neumann system of the Zakharov-Shabat eigenvalue problem
We have already known the Hamiltonian system (R 2N , dp ∧ dq, H) i.e., the nonlinearized system of the famous Zakharov-Shabat eigenvalue problem under the so-called Bargmann constraint [1] (H) :
is completely integrable in the Liouville sense and has the Hamiltonian
and the conserved integrals involute in pairs F m :
Now, we restrict the Hamiltonian system (H) onto the symplectic submanifold defined by
On M 2N −2 , we consider the Hamiltonian H * = H − λF − µG, where λ, µ are the two Lagrange multipliers which are determined by the tangent conditions (H * , F ) = 0, (H * , G) = 0. It is easy to calculate
Thus, we have
Proposition 1
The Hamiltonian system M 2N −2 , dp ∧ dp
, H * on the symplectic
is completely integrable and its involutive system of conserved integrals F * m is given by
with
Proof. By the tangent conditions (F * m , F ) = 0, (F * m , G) = 0, the two Lagrange multipliers λ m and µ m in (6) can be easily obtained. Through a lengthy careful calculations, we can know the Poisson bracket (F * m , F * n ) = 0, ∀ m, n ∈ Z + . Thus, the Hamiltonian system (5) is completely integrable in the Liouville sense.
In (5), set
Then (5) becomes
which is none other than the well known Zakharov-Shabat eigenvalue problem
with y = (q j , p j ) T , λ = λ j . We easily get the spectral gradient ∇λ j of the spectral parameter λ j with respect to the potentials u and v
Consider the so-called C. Neumann constraint:
which is equivalent to < p, p >= 1, < q, q >= 1, i.e. (11) exactly yields the symplectic submanifold M 2N −2 in R 2N . By making the x-derivative in Eq. (10) and using (8), we immediately know that (11) implies (7). 2 Definition The nonlinearized system of the ZS eigenvalue problem (9) under the C. Neumann constraint conditions (11) and (7) is called generalized C. Neumann system of the ZS eigenvalue problem (9) .
By this definition, we have
Proposition 2 The symplectic submanifold M 2N −2 , dp ∧ dq
defined by (4) in the symplectic space (R 2N −2 , dp ∧ dq) is generated by the C. Neumann constraint (11) of ZS eigenvalue problem (9) , and the completely integrable Hamiltonian system (5) on M 2N −2 is exactly the generalized C. Neumann system of the ZS eigenvalue problem (9) .
Analogously to the above ZS case, other generalized C. Neumann systems connected with some spectral problems can be produced through introducing the concrete C. Neumann constraint (its form is like to (11)). Here, other three such examples are discussed below.
3 Other three completely integrable generalized C. Neumann systems 3.1. It is known that the completely integrable Hamiltonian system (R 2N , dp ∧ dq, H) (H) :
has the involutive system [2]
here H = F 1 . Let us constraint the Hamiltonian H defined by (12) 
Then, like the calculation procedure in Sec. 2, we should choose
as the Hamiltonian function on M 2N −2 . Hence, we obtain
is integrable and its involute function system F * m is determined by
with the Lagrange multipliers
In (17), order
Then, (17) is exactly produced by the eigenvalue problem [13] 
with y = (q j , p j ) T , λ = λ j , and (20) is deduced none other than the C. Neumann constraint
through the x-derivative of (22).
Proposition 4
The symplectic submanifold M 2N −2 , dp ∧ dq
defined by (14) in the symplectic space (R 2N −2 , dp ∧ dq) is generated by the C. Neumann constraint (22), and the completely integrable Hamiltonian system (17) is actually the generalized C. Neumann system of the eigenvalue problem (21).
3.2.
The integrable Hamiltonian system (C 2N , dp ∧ dq, H) (H) :
possesses the involutive system of conserved integrals F m (F 0 = H)
Firstly, let us constrain the Hamiltonian H onto the symplectic submanifold M 2N −4
Then the Hamiltonian H * on M 2n−4 should be set as
where the Lagrange multipliers λ 1 , λ 2 , µ 1 , µ 2 determined by the tangent conditions (H * , F 1 ) = 0, (H * , F 2 ) = 0, (H * , G 1 ) = 0, (H * , G 2 ) = 0 are
Proposition 5 The Hamiltonian system (H * ) on M 2N −4 defined by (25) (H * ) :
is completely integrable, and its involutive system F * m is
In (28), set
Then the Hamiltonian system (H * ) becomes
which is exactly one eigenvalue problem studied by Hu [14] 
with y = (q j , p j ) T , λ = λ j .
Proposition 6
The symplectic submanifold M 2N −4 , dp ∧ dq
defined by (25) in the symplectic space (R 2N −2 , dp ∧ dq) is generated by the C. Neumann constraint of the eigenvalue problem (33), and the completely integrable Hamiltonian system (28) is actually the generalized C. Neumann system of the eigenvalue problem (33).
Secondly, let us constrain the Hamiltonian H onto the symplectic submanifold M 2N −4
Proposition 7 The Hamiltonian system (H * ) on M 2N −4 defined by (34) (H * ) :
is completely integrable, and has the involute system F * m :
In (35), set
then (35) is exactly changed as another eigenvalue problem studied by Hu [14] 
Proposition 8
defined by (34) in the symplectic space (R 2N −2 , dp ∧ dq) is generated by the C. Neumann constraint of the eigenvalue problem (38), and the completely integrable Hamiltonian system (35) is actually the generalized C. Neumann system of the eigenvalue problem (38).
3.3.
It isn't difficult to prove that the Hamiltonian system (R 2N , dp ∧ dq, H) (H) :
is completely integrable in the Liouville sense and has the involutive system of conserved F m :
Note F 0 = H. Consider the restriction of the integrable Hamiltonian system (39) on the following symplectic submanifold M 2N −2
On M 2N −2 , the Hamiltonian H * should be chosen as
Proposition 9 The Hamiltonian system (H * ) on M 2N −2 defined by (41) (H * ) :
is integrable and possesses the involutive system
In (43), set
and
then (43) is equivalent to
which is exactly a new eigenvalue problem
It is easy to get the spectral gradient ∇λ j with regard to the potential u, v and w of (49) 
which directly yields the first and the third equalities of (47) and < Λ −1 (P + εQ), P + εQ >= 1, i.e. < Λ −1 q, q >= 1.
After the x-derivative is made in the relation < Λ −1 p, q >= 0, i.e., < Λ −1 (P − εQ), P + εQ >= 0, and (48), (51) are used , the second equality of (47) is promptly obtained. Thus, (47) is actually produced by the C. Neumann constraint (51) and < Λ −1 q, p >= 0. So is the symplectic submanifold M 2N −2 defined by (41).
Proposition 10
defined by (41) in the symplectic space (R 2N −2 , dp ∧ dq) is generated by the C. Neumann constraint (51), and the completely integrable Hamiltonian system (43) is actually the generalized C. Neumann system of the new eigenvalue problem (49).
Conclusion.
Through some examples lined above, it appears that the scope of completely integrable systems in the Liouville sense is further enlarged. We can also apply this approach to other completely integrable Hamiltonian systems, and produce other new generalized C. Neumann integrable systems.
